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In Memoriam:
Stef Postma

South Africa has lost one of her most colourful and eminent computer scientists. Professor Ste/ Postma passed
away peacefully in his sleep on May 5, !WOO after a short illness. He will be remembered for his forthright views
and total integrity. Never a man to shy from controversy, he always debated his position with vigour, displaying
his extensive vocabulary at every opportunity.
Those who knew him mourn the loss of a very good friend.
Ste/ was born on August 10, 1998 in GraajJ-Reinet and matriculated from Hoerskool Linden in Johannesburg.
He majored in geology and mathematics at the University of the Witwatersrand and graduated with honours in
mathematics from tha_t university. Ste/ devoted much of his life to promoting computer science as a science and to
this end spent a lot of energy and time defining syllabi for undergraduate and honours courses at our universities.
He was the prime mover in creating the South African Institute of Computer Scientists and Information Technologists (SAICSIT) in 1982, providing a professional body to represent the interests of local computer scientists.
He was also instrumental in establishing Quaestiones Informaticae (now the South African Computer Journal}
which afforded South African computer scientists the opportunity to publish papers locally in a refereed journal.
-Doug Laing
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Editorial Page

Links2Go "Computer Science Journals" Award

The SACJ production editing team received the following unsolicited e-mail:

The page at <http://www.cs.up.ac.za/sacj/>, was selected as a Links2Go "Key Resource" in the Computer
Science Journals topic, at <http://www.links2go.com/topic/Computer..ScienceJournals>.

How your page was selected:
Each quarter, Links2Go samples millions of web pages to determine which pages are most heavily cited by
web pages authors, such as yourself. The most popular pages are downloaded and automatically categorized by
topic. At most 50 of the pages related to a topic are selected as "Key Resources." Out of 50 pages selected as Key
Resources for the Computer Science Journals topic, your page ranked 19th. For topics like Music, where there
are a large number of interested authors and related pages, it is harder to achieve selection as a Key Resource
than for a special-interest topic, such as Quantum Physics.
The Links2Go Key Resource award diff'ers from other awards in two important ways. First, it is objective.
M~ awards rely on hand selection by one or more "experts," many of whom have only looked at tens or hundreds
of thousands of pages in bestowing their awards. Selection for these awards means no more than that one person,
somewhere, noticed your page and liked it enough to select it. The Key Resource award, on the other hand, is
based on an analysis of millions of web pages. Any group or organization who conducts a similar analysis will
arrive at similar conclusions. When Links2Go says your page is a Key Resource, we mean that your page is one
of the most relevant pages related to a particular topic on the web today, using an objective statistical measure
applied to an extremely large data set.
Second, the Key Resource award is exclusive. We get literally hundreds of people requesting that their page
be added to one or more topics per week. All of these requests are denied. The only way to get listed as a Key
Resource is to achieve enough popularity for our analysis to select your pages automatically. We do not accept
fees, offers of link exchanges, free advertising, or bartered livestock as inducements to add new sites to our lists.
Fewer than one page in one thousand will ever be selected as a Key Resource.
Once again, congratulations on your award! Links2Go Awards awards@links2go.com
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Multilingual Training of Acoustic Models in Automatic Speech
Recognition
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Abstract
This paper evaluates the performance of a speech recognition system using acoustic models trained on multilingual data.
The reason in our case for using data from more than one language is that there may not be enough data available
for a new language to train a robust recogniser. Two general strategies are empl~yed: firstly the pooling of data from
the different languages for training and secondly the training of models on the data from one language and subsequent
adaptation of the models using data from the new target language. For the first approach English data and Afrikaans
training data are pooled in order to train hidden Markov models (HMMs) for the target language, Afrikaans. For the
second approach the parameters of HMMs trained on English data are adapted using maximum a posteriori probability
(MAP) and maximum likelihood linear regression (MUR) methods on Afrikaans data. Continuous density HMMs are used
to model context independent phones found in Afrikaans. Cross-language adaptation performance is evaluated in terms of
phone recognition performance as well as for a continuous speech recognition task in Afrikaans. The interesting result is
that for continuous recognition the best performance is obtained by simple pooling of the data and this performance far
exceeds the performance achievable using only data from the target language. The improvement is due to the fact that in
our database there exists no mismatch between the English and Afrikaans data (other than the language difference) and
both languages were labelled with a consistent set of labels. Adaptation results indicate that both MAP adaptation and
MUR transformation of English models using Afrikaans adaptation data significantly improves model performance and
also achieves better performance than achievable by direct training on the adaptation data.
Keywords: adaptation, multilingual, speech recognition
Computing Review Categories: G.3, 1.5

1 Introduction
Automatic speech recognition is currently one of the most
important applications driving the development of the personal computer in terms of computational needs and has
the potential to fundamentally change the way in which
we interact with computers. Unfortunately current large
vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems are limited to the major languages of the world. The
development of an LVCSR system for a new language, or
even for a different accent of English, is an expensive undertaking and currently necessitates the collection a large
amount of acoustic data and language information in the
new language.
For many languages, including ten of the eleven official languages of South Africa (except for English), very
little or no labelled speech data are available for training acoustic models. Our research aims at finding techniques that enable the training of robust acoustic models
for these languages in the absence of large quantities of
speech data. More specifically, we investigate the use of
labelled data in a source language (say English) to obtain improved models for target languages (e.g. Afrikaans)
in which only small amounts of adaptation data are avail-
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able. Our methods are based on previous research that has
shown the applicability of using phoneme data from one or
more languages to 'bootstrap' phoneme models for a new
language[4, 11], or even to construct phoneme models that
are useful across more than one language[!, 14]. In the
construction of multilingual phone sets, some recognition
performance degradation is usually accepted in exchange
for simplified modelling[lO]. Use of explicitly multilingual phones may lead to performance degradation because
model precision decreases when modelling contexts from
a set of languag~c;.
Our research differs from previous multilingual speech
recognition approaches in that we also investigate the explicit use of (transformed) source language acoustic parameters for recognition in a new target language. The assumption is that we do not possess enough data for the new
language in order to train a speaker independent recognition system on its own and therefore want to make use
of acoustic information from another language. Since we
consider only a single target language at a time, the models
need not retain the properties of the original language and
we use techniques from speaker adaptation to transform
the models using adaptation data from a target language.
We focus on achieving improved performance for a single
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a.get language at a time, but attempt to find methods that

are independent of the target language.
· Some major problems with the development of cross1tngual systems are that the applicable languages have different phoneme sets and that the databa'ies for the different
)anguages often differ in terms of labelling conventions,
recording characteristics and the type of speech contained.
A single consistent database containing both English and
Afrikaans speech is used for the experiment'i detailed in
this paper and we are thus allowed to focus specifically
~ the actual acoustic agreement or difference between the
languages.
Because of the consistent phonetic labelling process
followed in setting up the databa'ie, the pooling of the English data and Afrikaans training data should lead to more
robust estimates of model parameters simply because more
data is available. It is expected, however, that the models will exhibit bias towards the acoustic properties of English speech. With the adaptation approach the assumption is that the acoustic models should retain their speaker
independent characteristics from the source language (English) while being changed to better reflect the distribution
of acoustic parameters in the target language (Afrikaans).
The organisation of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the application of speaker adaptation
methods for adapting acoustic modeL'i across language
boundaries. Section 3 presents the experiment'i performed
and results obtained. We conclude in Section 4.

2 Cross-Language Adaptation of
Acoustic Models
When considering the adaptation of acoustic models across
languages it is natural to examine the applicability of using speaker adaptation techniques. Adaptation techniques
are often based on a Bayesian paradigm in which knowledge about a prior distribution for model parameters is assumed and then model parameters are estimated to maximise the a posteriori probability of the parameters given
some adaptation data. A second large class of adaptation
techniques attempts to estimate a transformation from the
parameters of speaker independent modeL'i to those of a
specific speaker.
Most state-of-the-art LVCSR systems use hidden
Markov modelling in conjunction with Gaussian mixture
distributions to model the parameters of speech. Separate
HMMs are estimated for each phoneme to allow the recognition of large vocabularies through use of a pronunciation
dictionary. The techniques discussed in this section use
trained HMMs as input and adapt their parameters using
speech data from a new language. Especially the Gaussian means, but also the Gaussian variance parameters, are
important in terms of the performance achieved with adaptation.
SARTI SACJ, No 25, 2000

2.1 MAP Adaptation
Maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)[l2, 5], which
is an implementation of Bayesian adaptation, uses a limited amount of speaker specific data in combination with
prior distributions derived from speaker independent models to estimate the maximum a posteriori probability parameters for a new speaker. The MAP parameters are a
linear combination of the speaker independent parameters
used as prior and the speaker dependent measurement'i. In
the MAP approach suggested by Lee et al.[5], only a single
Gaussian distribution per HMM state is computed for the
transformed parameters. Mean and variance parameters
are adapted according to a joint mean and variance prior
distribution derived from the set of speaker independent
Gaussian mixtures. MAP ha'i been extended to allow for
the adaptation of mixture components[3], but presents the
problem of choosing suitable parameters for the prior distribution. The implementation of mixture Gaussian MAP
adaptation in this paper uses the individual speaker independent Gaussians as priors for the adaptation of the Gaussian means and non-informative priors for the adaptation of
the Gaussian variance parameters.
A drawback of MAP adaptation is that it suffers from
the problem that only observed mixtures are adapted. Relatively large amounts of adaptation data are therefore
needed to adapt distributions consisting of many mixtures.
This is the rea.~on why transformation based adaptation
in general outperforms Bayesian adaptation when little
speaker specific data is available- for example when only
a single utterance from a new speaker is available. For our
application of language adaptation it is realistic that at least
a couple of utterances from a number of different speakers
should be available and thus we expect that MAP adaptation should perform reasonably well. A good argument
for using MAP adaptation is that it delivers asymptotic
performance- if an increa~ingly large amount of adaptation
data is available, the· performance of the system converges
to the performance expected from a language specific system trained with the same amount of data.

2.2 MLLR Adaptation
The second method commonly used for speaker adaptation
is the transformation approach. Advantages of the transformation approach above MAP adaptation are that a suitable prior distribution does not need to be found and that
a transformation approach can adapt unobserved distributions by implementing the same transformation for groups
of parameters. When very little adaptation data is available this presents an advantage. However, when a large
amount of adaptation data is available, a transformationbased adaptation scheme can not guarantee asymptotic behaviour with respect to a language dependent system since
the transformation places constraints on the reachable parameter space.
The most commonly used algorithm for transformation based adaptation is the maximum likelihood linear
regression[6] algorithm. MLLR estimates a linear transfor33
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mation of the Gaussian means that maximises the probability that the transformed models generate the observations.
When the dimensionality of the transform (the feature dimension for a full transform) is more than the number of
independent componenti, (mean vectors of Gaussians) being transformed, the matrix to be inverted is singular. This
is not really a problem, however, and only implies that the
approach delivers a zero error transformation and degenerates to maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of the parameters using only the speaker specific data. Care must thus
be taken to ensure that the number of independent components is reai,onably larger than the feature dimension to
ensure robust estimation of the transformation and not simply ML reestimation of the parameters.
A related method for the transformation of both the
Gaussian mean and variance parameters was suggested by
Digalakis et al. [2]. Unfortunately this method is limited
to diagonal transformation matrices and hai, been found[9]
not to perform as well as the MLLR approach. In this
paper we implemented the standard MLLR approach for
the transformation of the Gaussian mean parameters. Our
previous experiments with cross-language MAP adaptation [8] have shown the importance of adaptation of the
Gaussian variance parameters. The techniques that we experimented with for the adaptation of the Gaussian variance parameters include simple reestimation (on only the
Afrikaans data) and use of the mean square error (MSE)
criterion to derive a transformation for the Gaussian variance parameters. There are two problems with simply applying the MSE criterion to adaptation of the variance parameters. The first is that the dynamic range of the variance parameters is from 0.0001 to approximately 2.0 and
thus the MSE criterion will tend to deliver inaccurate results for variance parameters at the small end of the scale.
The second problem is that there are no guarantees that the
transformed variance values will be positive. The solution
which we propose to this problem is to compute the MSE
estimate of the transformation in logarithmic space, i.e. to
compute a transform from the log of the source model variance parameters to the log of the target model variance parameters. We find this method to achieve superior performance in continuous word recognition experiments when
compared with either plain MSE variance transformation
or ML variance reestimation. The experiments we performed are discussed in the next section.

3 Experiments and Results
Experimenti, are performed using the SUN Speech
database[ 13] compiled by the Department of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering of the University of Stellenbosch
containing phonetically labelled speech in both Afrikaans
and English. Details of the databai,e are given in Table 1 with more complete information given in [7]. The
database contains read speech from 138 speakers totalling
approximately 1500 utterances in English and 500 utterances in Afrikaans. For the purpose of our experimenti,, the
34

Afrikaans set is divided into training, adaptation and testing sets with disjoint seti, of speakers and different sets of
sentences for training/adaptation and testing. Experiments
reported on in this paper compare performance achieved
by models trained directly on the Afrikaans training or
adaptation sets with performance achievable by training on
pooled English and Afrikaans data, as well as by adapting
English models with Afrikaans adaptation data.
Language
English
Afrikaans

Set

train
adapt
test

Speakers
Male Female
21
55
21
10
2
6
16
7

Sentences
21-60
1-10
1-10
11-20

Dur.
(s)
7757
1239
316
745

Table 1: Subdivision of SUN Speech database into English
and Afrikaans training, testing and adaptation sets
The software of the system that is used for training and
testing of the hidden Markov models was developed at the
University of Pretoria. Phones are modelled with context
independent continuous density hidden Markov models
(HMMs) with 39 mel-scaled cepstral, delta and delta-delta
features using a total of 54 phone classes. Pre-processing
includes using 16ms frames with a lOms increment, preemphasis of the input signal and Hamming windowing.
MAP adaptation is used as discussed in Section 2 to
adapt both mean and variance parameters. For mixture distribution adaptation non-informative priors are selected for
Gaussian variance parameters, amounting to simple reestimation of variance parameters. This was found to outperform the use of prior variance values when many mixtures
are used.
When MLLR adaptation is used, the models are
grouped into sound classes, with a separate transformation
being calculated for each clai,s. Grouping into classes is
done according to broad phonetic groupings, i.e. for two
classes vowels/diphthongs are separated from the rest, five
classes comprise vowels, diphthongs, fricatives/affricates,
stops and nai,als/glides/liquids and for the eight clai,s separation all mentioned categories are treated as distinct
classes. Grouping transformations into classes has the advantage that each class of similar phones incurs the same
transformation, which may be different from that incurred
by other clai,ses. The assumption is that the distribution of
the acoustic parameters for the new speaker exhibit correlation within each cla:ss.
The experiments that were performed can be grouped
into two main categories namely labelled phone recognition experiments and continuous speech recognition experiments. The two sets of experiments are discussed next.

3.1 Labelled Phone Recognition
The experiments compare the performance of same language acoustic models with the· performance of models
trained on pooled multilingual data and models adapted
SACJ I SART, No 25, 2000
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from a different language using only little adaptation data.
:.The first set of experjments perform phone recognition
:on labelled Afrikaans phone data using a subset of 46
phones which occur in the Afrikaans set. Gaussian mixture HMMs with three states are used to model each of the
phones. Baseline recognition performance is determined
.for speaker independent Afrikaans and English phone
recognisers, recognisers trained only on the Afrikaans
adaptation set and recognisers trained on the pooled English/Afrikaans training sets and pooled English/Afrikaans
adaptation sets. These results are compared to the perfonnance achieved with the MAP and MLLR implementations as detailed in Section 2 when adapting with the
Afrikaans adaptation set.
Results are given in Figure 1 and as expected, models trained on the Afrikaans training set deliver the best
performance of 61.9% and models trained only on the
English set deliver the poorest maximum performance of
46%. Results for pooled data systems fall between these
boundaries, indicating that the pooled models are less accurate than models trained only on Afrikaans. Results
for models trained only on the Afrikaans adaptation data
achieves better performance than the pooled data models,
reaching a maximum of 55.1 % for an 8 mixtures per state
HMM. Both adaptation approaches outperform the adaptation data only system, with MAP adaptation achieving
the best performance of 56.6% with 10 mixtures per state
and 8 class MLLR adaptation achieving 56.3% with only 6
mixtures per state. Adaptation with fewer classes achieves
poorer performance and is not shown. The result-, indicate that the cross-language adapted models outperform
the (unadapted) source language models and can achieve
better performance than achievable using only a relatively
small amount of adaptation data. The difference in maximum performance between the language adapted (MAP
and MLLR) models and the models trained only on the
adaptation set is relatively small (between 1.2% and 1.5%
absolute) and do not really reflect the usefulness of the
adapted models. The poor performance of the pooled data
models in terms of phone recognition is also misleading,
because these models may actually lead to better generalisation. The next set of experiments attempts to investigate
the performance of the models more rigorously by using
them in a continuous speech recogniser.

3.2 Continuous Speech Recognition
The continuous speech recognition experiments once again
compare the performance of same language acoustic models with the performance of pooled data models and models
adapted from a different language using only little adaptation data. The same 46 phone models that were reported on in Section 3.1 are used to construct word models
by connecting the phone HMMs according to a phonetic
dictionary for all words occurring in utterances 11-20 of
the speaker independent test set. The phonetic dictionary
is created by analysing the phone labels assigned to the
speech of the 8 adaptation speakers for utterances 11-20
SARTI SACJ, No 25, 2000
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Figure 1: Labelled phone recognition: Recognition performance achieved on a speaker independent Afrikaans test
set when training with the speaker independent Afrikaans
training set (A), the entire English set (E), the Afrikaans
adaptation set (adapt), combinations of the above and when
adapting English prior models using the Afrikaans adaptation set with MAP and 8 cla'is MLLR adaptation
and by allowing multiple pronunciations of the same word,
as long as at lea'it two or more of the adaptation speakers
used the given pronunciation. Using the pronunciation dictionary, a total of 151 models for the 100 distinct words
in the test utterances are created. In order to run a continuous speech recognition experiment, a small grammar
wa'i devised that allocates each word to one of 5 linguistic categories comprising loosely verbs, nouns, adjectives,
pronouns and conjunctives. A total of 18 transitions out
of a possible 25 transitions between the 5 categories are
allowed, limiting the possible sequences enough to deliver
rea-,onable performance for continuous speech recognition
in the absence of statistical language modelling.
Continuous speech recognition result'i are given in
terms of correct word percentage in Figure 2 and in terms
of word accuracy in Figure 3. Correct word percentage is
computed by aligning the output string from the recogniser
with the true transcription and computing the percentage of
transcribed words that are present in the output string and
are in the correct sequence. Word accuracy is computed
by subtracting the insertions and deletions, expressed a'i a
percentage of the number of transcribed words, from the
the correct word percentage.
Figure 2 shows that, in contrast with the phone recognition experiment-,, the best correct word perfonnance of
78. 7% is achieved with models trained on the pooled English and Afrikaans training data. This corresponds to a
large 23% reduction in error rate over the best performance
achieved when models are trained only on the Afrikaans
data. Pooling of training data leads to more general models
since phones occur in more contexts and may lead to better word recognition performance in the absence of large
amounts of language specific data. More general models
are also favoured for word recognition because they may
compensate for mismatch between the pronunciation dictionary and actual pronunciation. Very good performance

35
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(76.2%) is also achieved when pooling the English set with
only the Afrikaans adaptation data. Models trained only on
the Afrikaans training set achieve a best correct word rate
of 72.3% with 4 mixtures per state.
The poorest performance (for more than 2 mixtures)
is achieved with models trained only on the adaptation set.
This performance is well below that achieved with the English models and is due to the poor generalisation achieved
with the small amount of adaptation data. Inspection of
individual phone recognition rates for models trained on
the adaptation set indicates that only phones with high apriori probabilities achieve good recognition rates, and for
many mixtures, phones with low a-priori probabilities are
over-fitted. For the English models, results in Figure 2 do
not vary dramatically ac, a function of the number of mixtures, reaching a best correct word percentage of 62.4%
with 4 mixtures. Figure 2 also shows reac,onably good
performance achieved with the MAP (67.1%) and MLLR
(66.7%) techniques, resulting in respectively in 13% and
11 % decreases in word error rate beyond that achieved
with only the English set. Best MLLR performance is
achieved with a single ciac,s transformation, indicating that
over-fitting occurs with more regression classes.
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tion improves on baseline English performance with relatively robust performance achieved with the MAP adapted
models, but a higher maximum performance achieved with
single class MLLR adapted models (52.1% vs. 49.9%).
When few mixtures are used , MLLR performance is very
close to the performance achieved using only the adaptation set because the transformation degenerates to simple
ML estimation.
The continuous speech recognition results are surprising because such a large improvement in performance is
achieved by simply pooling the English and Afrikaans
data. The results are also in contrast to those achieved with
the labelled phone recognition experimentc,. One should
take into account that for phone recognition, more specialised models may deliver better performance, while for
continuous speech recognition, more general models deliver better performance. Since the purpose of phone models is to be used as building blocks in a complete speech
recognition system, the continuous speech resultc, give a
better indication of the usefulness of the models than the
phone recognition results.
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Figure 2: Continuous speech recognition: Correct word
percentage achieved on a speaker independent Afrikaans
test set when training with the Afrikaans training set (A),
the English set (E), the Afrikaans adaptation set (adapt),
combinations of the above and when· adapting English
prior models using the Afrikaans adaptation set with MAP
and single class MLLR adaptation

Figure 3: Continuous speech recognition: Word accuracy
achieved on a speaker independent Afrikaans test set when
training with the spe~er independent Afrikaans training
set, the entire English set, the Afrikaans adaptation set and
when adapting English prior models using the Afrikaans
adaptation set

4 Conclusion
The word accuracy resultc, from Figure 3 show the
same general trends as for the correct word percentage,
but there is an even larger range in performance between
the different methods. Best performance is achieved with
pooled models, namely 69 .0% for the English/Afrikaans
training set and 65.3% for the English/Afrikaans adaptation set. These two figures amount to respectively a 27%
reduction in error rate over the Afrikaans trained models
(69.0% vs. 57.7% accuracy) and a large 37% reduction
in error rate over the English trained models (65.3% vs.
44.9% accuracy) - results are not compared with adaptation
set trained models since they perform too poorly. Adapta-
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In this paper we evaluated different strategies and algorithms for re-using acoustic information across language
boundaries. We evaluated the improvement compared to
a baseline English system in terms of phone recognition
and for continuous speech recognition. We found that
phone recognition and word accuracy results do not correlate well, but that emphasis should be placed on word
accuracy resultc,, as they most closely represent the use of
the models for a practical purpose.
In particular, we compared training on pooled (English
and Afrikaans) data to a model adaptive approach. We
SACJ I SART, No 25, 2000
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found that when data from multiple languages are available that have been recorded under the same conditions
and have been labelled phonetically with a consistent set
of phone labels; a considerable improvement may be obtained by training directly on the pooled multilingual data.
Even when a small amount of adaptation data is available,
for example when the 80 utterance adaptation set is used,
pooling this data with the English data delivers a 37% improvement in accuracy over the baseline English system.
The performance (65.3% accuracy) exceeds the best performance achieved with the 310 utterance Afrikaans training set (57.8% accuracy), and also exceeds the performance achieved with the adaptation-based approaches.
The MAP and MLLR adaptation approaches were
found to deliver reasonable improvements of 9% and 13%
in accuracy over the baseline English system, but did not
perform as well ac, recognisers trained on pooled data. This
implies that adaptation does not utilise the available information efficiently when compared to training on the pooled
data. This does not mean that the adaptation approach is
not useful since if there were significant differences in e.g.
recording conditions, or type of speech, we would expect
adaptation-based approaches to deliver better performance
than achievable by pooling of the data. This is the subject
of planned future research.
Other future work should include use of more data setc,
to ensure that the results are not specific to the database and
languages used in this study. We should also investigate the
use of mappings from more than one source language.
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